recensies
van Clusius niets gezegd werd. Waar hij vandaan

Representing the Passions in the Arts of the Early

kwam, waar hij allemaal werkte en wat hij

Modern Netherlands, held in 2006. The goal

uiteindelijk gepresteerd heeft, we worden geacht

behind the conference and the edited volume,

het allemaal al te weten. De auteur heeft bewust

as the editors explain in the introduction, is ‘to

geen biografie van Clusius willen schrijven om

reflect the variety of new developments in the

de gelijkwaardigheid van de correspondenten uit

study of “affects” and “passions” in Netherlandish

te laten komen. Die correspondenten bedreven

art’. Seeking to situate the portrayal of passions

volgens Egmond de natuurlijke historie op

within the cultural milieu of the early modern

dezelfde wijze als hij deed en waren beslist meer

Netherlands, the essays offer meticulous analyses

dan waterdragers voor een groot geleerde, al was

of contemporary art treatises, philosophical

Marie de Brimeu wel zo eerlijk te erkennen dat

writings, and rhetoric and drama. At the same

haar motivatie ‘de joli et non encores de science’

time, approaches drawn from anthropology,

was (61). Maar uiteindelijk was het wel Clusius

phenomenology and neuroscience suggest new

met wie ze schreven, bij wie ze in het gevlei

methods of inquiry. This collection is a valuable

probeerden te komen, en die de boeken schreef

resource for scholars interested in this important

waarin ze vermeld hoopten te worden. Hoewel

aspect of Netherlandish art.

natuurlijke historie meer was dan het schrijven

Narrative paintings based on textual sources,

van boeken, en er uiterst bekwame botanici zijn

especially the works of Rubens and Rembrandt,

geweest die nooit iets publiceerden en daarom

make up the bulk of the case studies. Within that

ten onrechte in de vergetelheid raakten, is het doel

seemingly narrow range of pictorial sources, the

van wetenschap uiteindelijk toch het bij elkaar

articles manage to shed light on different facets

brengen, het doorgeven en het verspreiden van

related to the overarching topic of the passions.

kennis. Geen wetenschap zonder publicaties, wat

Some of the most informative work addresses the

in de zestiende eeuw betekende: boeken. Met

use of concepts and terminology in early modern

het relativeren van het belang van boeken voor

texts. Relating ethos to the figural types in genre

de wetenschapsgeschiedenis en het beklemtonen

paintings and pathos to the strong but transient

van de betekenis van correspondenten die niets

sentiments in histories, Jan Muylle elucidates how

publiceerden kan men ook te ver gaan.

those two genres express emotions in different
ways. Noël Schiller and Thijs Weststeijn provide

klaas van berkel, rijksuniversiteit

clear and thorough discussions of the categories

groningen

used by Karel van Mander, Franciscus Junius and
Samuel van Hoogstraten to articulate the passions.
Eric Jan Sluijter and Herman Roodenburg look at
terms used in theatre and preaching, respectively,

Dickey, Stephanie S., Roodenburg, Herman (eds.),

to explore how paintings intersect with these

The Passions in the Arts of the Early Modern

rhetorical forms.

Netherlands. De hartstochten in de kunst in de

Another major theme that emerges from the

vroegmoderne Nederlanden (Netherlands Yearbook

collection concerns the moral and intellectual basis

for History of Art. Nederlands Kunsthistorisch

of the art of painting. Several authors argue for a

jaarboek 60 (2010); Zwolle: Waanders, 2010, 318

strong connection between the visual depiction

pp., isbn 978 90 400 7724 1).

of the emotions and the Neostoic admonition to
confront the passions through reason. Suzanne

This collection of articles originated from a

Walker, Franziska Gottwald, and Ulrich Heinen,

conference, entitled The Motions of the Mind:

for example, argue that the expression of violent

emotions by Rubens and Rembrandt tested

image. This focus on ‘kinaesthetic empathy’ can

the viewer’s ability to control their emotional

complement iconographic and formal analyses by

and visceral responses. Presenting painting

directing attention to the corporeal dimension of

as an integral part of moral and philosophical

the viewing of paintings.

learned references to antique textual and artistic

edited volume to both the historiography of

precedents. Zirka Filipczak’s study is particularly

Netherlandish art and the discipline of art history

instructive in demonstrating that Rubens used

as a whole could be more clearly addressed. For

familiar classical prototypes as multivalent

example, the common effort of many writers to

signifiers to convey complex and ambiguous

situate the depiction of passions in relation to

emotions. This conclusion argues for an integrated

Neostoic philosophy and antique culture seems

approach to considering the pictorial depictions of

to elucidate the complex relationship between

passions that combines the study of iconography,

the attention to lifelike representations and the

the analysis of technical execution, and the specific

legitimacy of painting as a liberal art. The authors’

political and social conditions.

focus on history painting and the intellectual milieu

The contributions of Heinen and Roodenburg

of painters emphasizes the learned character

introduce cross-disciplinary methods to the study

of, and the influence of humanist thought on,

of the reception of paintings. While Heinen’s

Netherlandish art. The editors could have done

incorporation of neuroscience suggests new

more in the introduction to draw out such larger

possibilities, he makes the sweeping argument that

questions about the field.

collectors’ cabinets in the early modern period

The articles seem to be written with an

‘may be viewed as assembly points where the

audience of historians of Netherlandish art in mind,

elite and the humanists could test the individual

perhaps appropriately so given the Nederlands

and collective functioning of stress for further

kunsthistorisch jaarboek as the venue of publication.

application’. His conclusion rests on the theory

Cultural and social historians, however, would

that viewers’ emotional responses to shocking

find much of interest in the careful analyses of

images were universal, for which the scientific

the intersections between the visual arts and

findings on the workings of the brain are used as

theatre, rhetoric, philosophy, and politics of the

supportive evidence. Roodenburg’s article, on the

time. Moreover, the examinations of modes of

other hand, addresses the question of social and

signification and the integration of interdisciplinary

cultural conditioning in a more systematic way.

models put this work in dialogue with

Roodenburg cites art treatises and testimonies

developments in other subfields of art history. This

by connoisseurs to demonstrate that artists such

reader feels that the introduction could emphasize

as Rembrandt sought to immerse the audience

further the value of this journal volume to related

in his depicted narrative through the expressive

fields of inquiry.

representations of figures. This was a viable
strategy because beholders readily associated
particular gestures or movements with specific
emotions – a sort of cultural conditioning
that painters, actors, and dancers exploited
and strengthened. Drawing on ideas from
phenomenology and anthropology, Roodenburg’s
approach underscores the ‘bodily comprehension’
of the emotions conveyed in the painted
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To this reader, the significance of this

nieuwe geschiedenis

practice bolstered its claim as a liberal art, as did

recensies
Venema, Janny, Kiliaen van Rensselaer (1586-1643):

the business associations in Amsterdam’s jewellery

Designing a New World (Hilversum: Verloren, 2010,

trade, which are based on kinship networks

352 pp., isbn 978 90 8704 196 0).

within and outside the Dutch Republic and which
brought Van Rensselaer as far as the court of

Janny Venema, associate director of the New

Emperor Rudolph II in Prague, then a centre for

Netherland Project at the University of Albany-suny,

sciences, the fine arts and precious stones. The

has written a lively and insightful biography of

reader learns much about the diversification of

Kiliaen van Rensselaer, one of the founding

the trade and its practicalities including the role of

directors of the Dutch West India Company

the Stock Exchange, the accounting techniques of

and an advocate and active participant in Dutch

double-entry book-keeping and the international

colonization in North America. Rensselaerswijk,

connections necessary for successful trading

his North American project, however, is only

patterns (which occasionally include the fraudulent

one of the many investments and business

transactions against the rules of both the voc

activities of Van Rensselaer, who had been a

and the wic). The story is further enlivened by

member of the influential Amsterdam elite in its

accounts of Van Rensselaer’s family life, including

Golden Age. Venema traces his life from humble

many deaths, a murder, weddings and funerals.

beginnings in provincial Nijkerk to Het Gekruiste

One of goals of this book is the ‘locating of

Hart, one of the largest houses on Amsterdam’s

more “new” and so far undiscovered primary

Keizersgracht, which became his family home.

source material about New Netherland’ (15), but

Her research is based on his correspondence

much of the story remains firmly focused on life in

(with some newly discovered letters), registers

Amsterdam prior to the establishment of the wic.

of baptism, marriage and burial in Amsterdam,

While Van Rensselaer’s interest in Dutch economic

contemporary publications (often on Dutch

expansion in the transatlantic world of North

overseas explorations), and a thorough reading

America and the more lucrative Brazil is frequently

of secondary literature ranging from relatively

referred to throughout the nine chapters of the

obscure articles in specialist magazines to more

text, the patroonship of Rensselaerswijk and his

general studies of Dutch culture in the Golden Age.

involvement in the New Netherland settlement

While deliberately filling gaps in Van Rensselaer’s

stand at the end of a long career devoted to

fascinating curriculum vitae by constructing events

increasing the family fortune through investment

as they might have happened, the author brings

in enterprises in the Netherlands and in Europe.

to life the aspirations and career of a man whose

The family owned farmland and various estates

family networks, skills and ambitions capture the

in the Netherlands, possessed several houses in

spirit of Amsterdam’s merchant elite at the time.

Amsterdam and in other towns. An inventory of

The book is particularly informative for readers

possessions in the family home made after the

with little prior knowledge of Dutch history and

death of Kiliaen’s second wife Anna van Wely

society in the seventeenth century. In some aspects

in 1670, 27 years after Kiliaen’s own death, listed

it remains somewhat simplistic, for instance in its

numerous paintings, precious jewellery and other

account of the Eighty Years’ War which is based on

luxury items.

a Protestant narrative of hatred against the Spanish

The book is beautifully illustrated with

oppressors and their Catholic world. This prism of

images of family members, other representatives

a Calvinistic world view exemplified in an active

of contemporary Dutch society as well as

engagement in Church life and duties, however, is

reproductions of precious jewellery items,

entirely appropriate for Van Rensselaer’s and his

popular books and pamphlets, land-and city-

family’s convictions. Venema skillfully reconstructs

scapes and other facets of Dutch life in the

